ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The establishment of publicly funded rongoa services was made possible by a bicultural model of government. according to New Zealand government policy, a bicultural model of government is one that is based on the principles of the treaty of waitangi (te puni Kokiri 2001). a literature review, three interviews with some government administrators and eighteen months of fieldwork at a rongoa clinic in urban auckland suggests to me that there are other principles and relationships of power underlying the bicultural government of New Zealand's publicly funded health services. my research shows that the collectives and individuals developing a publicly fundable form of rongoa had to take into account the numerous interests of the many actors involved in developing a form of rongoa that can complement the health services that were already publicly funded in New Zealand. The form of rongoa that has emerged from the development process has been well received by some healers, but it has also been criticized by some of the 'most traditional' (pers. comm. government administrator 2005) of maori healers. Thinking about rongoa as 'a range of culturally bound responses' to illness (ministry of health 2006: 2) would not help understand why a form of rongoa that marginalises some of the 'most traditional' of maori healers has been funded by the crown. instead, i have thought about the form of rongoa that publicly funded practitioners are contracted to deliver as a form of healing shaped by the context in which it has emerged. BICULTURALISM Biculturalism has been used to refer to many different kinds of relationship between the indigenous maori and the settler population of New Zealand. i am using the term biculturalism to refer to the government's treaty of waitangi based development of rongoa services. since the signing of the treaty of waitangi in 1840, New Zealand has officially been a member state of the British commonwealth, and the maori people citizens of the British monarch (Belgrave 2005; orange 1987) . officially, the head of state is the British monarch but in reality the monarch has ever since 1840 remained little more than the figurehead of the nation. The treaty has been interpreted as many things over the years, including 'a simple nullity' by a chief Justice and Bishop in 1877, and 'the founding document of the nation' by a minister of health in 1990, and many other political leaders since (Kolig 2004) . today it is listed as one of the nation's five constitutional documents (ministry of Justice 2006), and is by far the most controversial of these (e.g. Brookfield 1999; durie 1998; rata 2005) .
The word 'maori' was first used to refer to the many tribes of New Zealand's indigenous people as 'ordinary folk' at the signing of the treaty of waitangi in 1840 (walker 2004: 94) . since then the construction of a pantribal identity has involved the input of maori and non-maori activists, academics and government officials (sissons 1993; walker 2004) . The New Zealand origins of the term 'biculturalism' has been traced to the 1930s scholarship of one of the most influential maori leaders of the twentieth century, sir apirana Ngata (sissons 2000) . But Ngata did not suggest a bipartite constitution of government through his use of the term. instead, Ngata's biculturalism served as a counter to the government's 'assimilationist' policies. Ngata's biculturalism involved the engineering of a 'maoritanga' -an idealized pantribal concept of maori culture. Through his role as Native affairs minister, Ngata used the concept of maoritanga to facilitate a traditionally inclined 'bicultural' adjustment of maori to the conditions of New Zealand's emerging capitalist society. despite Ngata's efforts, the average health and socioeconomic status of maori continued to decline, but his work to strengthen a common identity that went beyond tribal differences would remain. a bicultural model of government is argued to have emerged in response to maori protest during the late 1970s and early 1980s about the government's interest in developing New Zealand as a multicultural society (Bozic-vrbancic 2003; sissons 2000; walker 1996) . maori leaders could also foresee that they would struggle to have their historical and contemporary concerns addressed if the government officially pursued a multicultural agenda. in 1975 the passing of the treaty of waitangi act established the waitangi tribunal to hear grievances against the crown; grievances which were becoming harder to ignore from a legal and political perspective as maori were graduating from universities and gaining legal and governmental expertise, and greater numbers of pakeha were becoming more accepting of protesting maori's arguments (walker 2004).
The fight against a multicultural sentiment has to some extent been successful, certainly within the arena of health. The 1980s and 1990s were important decades. in 1985 the government's Board of health's standing committee on maori health recommended that the three articles2 of the treaty of waitangi should be regarded as the foundation for good health in New Zealand (dow 1999: 14) . This was followed up in 1988 by the director general of health's statement that '[c] oncepts of health are firmly based in maori culture (which according to the treaty, have a right to official recognition and protection)' . furthermore, the director general argued, 'maori people have a right to appropriate services funded through our health system' (salmond cited in durie 1998: 85).3 a few years later the director general of health and the director of the medical research council jointly proposed that 'a truly bicultural perspective in policy, service development and delivery should contribute towards the ultimate elimination of the existing gaps between the health status of maori people and that of the general population ' (salmond and hodge 1988: 8) . currently, the ministry of health's maori health strategy seeks to 'fulfill the special relationship between maori and the crown under the treaty of waitangi' . (ministry of health 2000: vii).
as of the late 1980s the government's bicultural policies have been based on 'the principles' of 'the' treaty of waitangi,4 which were formulated during the 1980s. The treaty of waitangi act (1975) gave the waitangi tribunal statutory authority to determine the principles of the treaty but as it turned out the tribunal did not act alone in determining the treaty's principles; numerous other government and nongovernmental commissions and committees arrived at their own interpretations, all of which have been considered in determining the principles of the treaty. That there were in fact 'principles' of the treaty to determine was then and is still now debated, as are the substance and accuracy of the emergent principles -'partnership' , 'participation' and 'protection' . The ministry of maori development has published a thirty-two page report discussing how these principles have been interpreted in various government and judicial contexts (te puni Kokiri 2001).
The principles of the treaty were first inserted into health legislation in 1993 through the New Zealand public health and disability act 2000. The 1993 act was updated in 2000, which the ministry of health reads as 'adopt [ing] measures that recognise and respect the principles of the treaty of waitangi in the health and disability support sector' in 'response to the crown's desire to have greater maori participation in the health and disability support sector with a view to improving maori health outcomes, and reducing health disparities between maori and other population groups' (ministry of health 2005). But epidemiological records show that despite twenty years of enhancing the machinery of bicultural government, maori continue to die younger and suffer more sickness than pakeha even within socioeconomic deprivation indices (reid et al 2000) . furthermore, despite the particulars of specific cases, some scholars contend that, overall, biculturalism works as 'an ideology … of co-option … promoted by the state in an effort to contain maori demands for greater autonomy ' (sissons 2005: 28; durie 1998) . others see 'bicultural' government benefiting a 'neo-traditional māori elite' and as having to some degree outrun the control of pakeha parliamentary and judicial leaders (rata 2004: 73; Kolig 2004 ).
The requirements of biculturalism have been written into the maori health directorate's rongoa project plan. The directorate states that the relationship between maori and the crown will proceed with 'maori participation at all levels; active partnership in service delivery; protection and improvement of maori health status' (maori health directorate 2004: 12, repeating the New Zealand health strategy (ministry of health 2000: 8)). underlying this relationship is 'the premise that maori should continue to live in aotearoa5 as maori' (ibid.: 7). Jones (2000a: 108) has argued that although the 'partnership' between maori and the crown in the government of health is in reality dominated by western models of health, providing rongoa services will improve maori people's access to their 'cultural resources' ( representing 'participation'). such a partnership should involve ensuring that the intellectual property rights of maori are not violated (representing 'protection'). it is worth noting that Jones, the principle of 'protection' does not just refer to the treaty partners' responsibility to protect maori people's health status (ibid.), as it seems to for the ministry of health and maori health directorate (maori health directorate 2004: 12; ministry of health 2000: 8); 'protection' also refers to the treaty partners' responsibility to protect the intellectual property of maori. if rongoa healers' concepts of health, illness and healing are thought of as intellectual property of maori, my findings show that what constitutes intellectual property worthy of protection is contested by maori and the crown. i also show that there are a number of strategies employed by maori to protect intellectual property.
given that many writers have noted that the outcomes of bicultural policies often differ to the ideals of biculturalism, it is useful to ask, how the development of a publicly fundable rongoa has actually played out in practice? By doing so we may learn about some of the 'silent' relationships of power and concepts underlying New Zealand's biculturalism. THE BICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF RONGOA SERVICES maybe the most important indicator to date of maori 'participating' in the delivery of state funded health services 'as maori' is that by early 2006 there were twelve government funded rongoa clinics in operation nationwide. Before i move on to discuss the model of rongoa these clinics are expected to deliver, i need to review some important events that led to the development of state funded rongoa services. The many actors and forces that have contributed to the development of a publicly fundable form of rongoa have been shaped by firstly a colonial process that foresaw the brightest future of maori as one where they were assimilated into pakeha culture, then a 'postcolonial' treaty of waitangi based bicultural process that foresees the brightest future of maori as one where they are able to remain citizens of the crown while maintaining a strong maori identity. The bicultural process involves what sissons has referred to as a process of 'traditionalisation' , which is a long term process leading to the reification and romanticisation of selected cultural forms through the convergence and conflict of many actors and forces (1993: 1). traditionalisation subordinates 'individual agency' to 'social processes of objectification and rationalization ' (sissons 1998: 98) , which has seen the codification and standardisation of rongoa take place within the context of biculturalism.
with the graduation of the first medically trained maori doctors there was a shift of authority in the field of maori health from pakeha colonial officials to medically trained maori. however, this shift did not bode well for the security of 'tohunga' , which in the context of healing has been defined as expert, chiefly, priestly healer (williams 2003: 431) . The three most prominent maori leaders at the time, maui pomare, te rangi hiroa Buck and apirana Ngata worked to further certain aspects of the maori way of life and society, but the role of tohunga as healer was not one of them (dow 1999; laing 2002) .
By the turn of the century it was clear that tohunga were proving ineffectual at curing the introduced infectious diseases decimating the maori people. But many maori were still turning to tohunga for health care. a tohunga suppression act was passed in 1907 with the support of Ngata, pomare and Buck because they anticipated benefits, including the protection of maori health, if the Bill could be passed.6 healers were convicted under the act, in particular tohunga deemed to be 'fraudulent' , or in other words those 'healers' who posed as 'tohunga' that 'possess [ed] or pretend[ed] to possess supernatural powers' (dow 1999: 128).
The tohunga suppression act stopped short of outlawing maori healers' use of herbal remedies (laing 2002: 157) and physical manipulations,7 and no other act was passed to restrict such activities. i find this a most interesting quality of the act because it may show that some maori healing knowledge and skills have long been considered promoting of, or at least not endangering of, good health by New Zealand's health, political and judicial leadership. if the omission of maori herbal remedies and physical manipulations from the act was purposeful, it constituted what i consider to be an early act of governmentality (foucault 1991) with the purpose of establishing an acceptable form of rongoa; a process that is continuing today.
By the 1950s, land confiscations8 and the attractions of waged labour had driven large numbers of maori into urban areas, distancing the majority of maori from their traditional economic bases and social structures (metge 1964; walker 2004; webster 1998) . a number of maori protest groups had organized themselves as effective mouthpieces of maori disenchantment, especially in urban areas, and now New Zealand's politically influential nonmaori population had firsthand exposure to the basis of protest about the socioeconomic and health status of maori. an infrastructure of medical and socioeconomic surveillance had been established by the mid twentieth century, especially in urban areas, which provided hard data to government about the suffering of large numbers of maori. By the 1960s the department of health was showing a willingness to act on its growing awareness that maori people suffered poor health in comparison to the health of pakeha. The department now accepted that there were 'adverse environmental conditions [which] give rise to consequential disadvantages in health … for many maoris' (ian prior cited in dow 1995: 197), a position strongly supported by a 1960 report that damned the department of maori affairs for its systematic disadvantaging of maori (department of maori affairs 1960). many discriminatory acts and policies were subsequently dropped, including the tohunga suppression act. during the 1970s New Zealand's health leadership's long-standing opposition to alternative therapies was 'softening' (dow 1995: 154) . health administrators throughout the 'western' world were becoming interested in the implications of 'lifestyle' for health planning and its effects as a determinant of health and illness. alongside the lay public they were becoming cynical of the apparently empty promise of biomedicine to provide good health for all and women especially were becoming tired of men's domination of the health sector (Black, Boswell et al 1988; dow 1995) . rongoa healers would by the end of the century emerge as one of a number of 'complementary' or 'alternative' healers receiving government money for the provision of health services.9
The ministerial advisory committee on complementary and alternative health advised that rongoa not be administered as a complementary or alternative (CAM) therapy10 because of the government's commitment to developing a health sector based on the treaty of waitangi (ministry of health 2003: 2). This sentiment has its roots several decades past. it was in the context of rising dissatisfaction at the suffering and structural disadvantaging of maori that the government established the previously mentioned waitangi tribunal in 1977 to advise it on the veracity of a rising number of claims that it had breached obligations the crown had made by signing the treaty of waitangi. early on the waitangi tribunal established the fundamental points of the treaty, such as the guarantee that maori chiefs had the right to their spiritual and cultural values and that the crown carried a responsibility to ensure maori had access to them. These findings secured a place for maori cultural and spiritual values equal to those of the majority in the deliberations of the nation's government, which levine (2005: 108) argues, came to define the agenda of 'biculturalism' . The significance of the tribunal's findings were cemented in the health sector during the early 1980s following a series of meetings between health leaders that traditional maori notions of health, illness and healing were protected by the treaty of waitangi (durie 1998: 81-84) .
of further significance is that in 1993 a committee was established to help constrain the skyrocketing cost of New Zealand's state funded health services. This committee received the first ever formal communication between traditional maori healers and central government (durie et al 1993) . The communication took the form of an advisory that rongoa form part of the 'core' of health services that everyone (maori and pakeha) would have access to without having to pay. The advice was accepted. This effectively laid the foundation for the later development of publicly funded rongoa services (durie 1998: 87) . The acceptance of this advice must be seen as at least partially influenced by four developments concurrent with legislative change. first, but not necessarily primarily, a global interest in exploring the contribution traditional healing systems could make alongside the biomedical system (world health organisation 1977); secondly, the New Zealand government's concern about the discrepancy in health status between maori and nonmaori peoples (pomare 1988); thirdly, the government's 'renewed' commitment to a bicultural health sector and acceptance that 'culture' was relevant to health; fourthly, because financial cost was high on the core health services committee's agenda, rongoa may have been perceived as an attractive proposition because being 'low-tech' it had a potential to prove efficacious in terms of cost-benefit analyses (cf dew 2003: 109-110) .
an important example of the bicultural 'partnership' between maori and the crown in the development of publicly funded rongoa services, is the relationship between the national board of maori healers -Nga ringa whakahaere o te iwi maori -and what is now the maori health directorate. during the late 1980s and early 1990s some department of health employees took part in establishing what became in 1993 Nga ringa whakahaere o te iwi maori (pers. comm. tricia laing 2003). today the Board advocates on behalf of traditional maori healers nationwide. according to the directorate the 'majority of known healers' support the Board (maori health directorate 2004: 6); but i have been told by a number of healers and other health sector workers that the Board's support has fluctuated significantly over the years. The establishment of the Board opened up an essential channel of communication between healers and the government. it meant the heterogeneity of traditional maori healing (Buck 1970; Jones 2000b; mcleod 1999; parsons 1985) could potentially be brought within a framework of symbolic order so that government administrators could hold healers accountable for their use of public funds. By agreeing to how health and illness will be defined and how healing will proceed, as is now described in the rongoa services' contracts, the healers would know exactly how they would be held accountable for their use of public funds, or in other words, what the bounds of acceptable healing are. The process of establishing this range of normal behaviour can be thought of in terms of manufacturing and maintaining patterns of consciousness and subconsciousness, uses of the body, perceptions of morality, health care practices and so on, made possible by coordinating dispersed and institutionalised mechanisms of social control (foucault 1991). There would need to be coordination 'between the bottom and the top ' (gramsci, 1971: 5, 52 ) if the development of rongoa services was to be effective and enduring. The ministry of health's maori health directorate was responsible for ensuring this occurred. They worked closely with the national Board of maori healers for the purpose of trying to reach agreement on a set of healing and administrative procedures and accountabilities that would retain a consensus between not only the government's health authorities, healers and their clientele, but also the voting public, because health sector funding, particularly the funding of maori health, attracts a great deal of political and public interest in New Zealand.
MODELLING A FUNDABLE FORM OF RONGOA
The healers i came to know often discussed the meaning of 'traditional' (linnekin 1983) healing. for instance on one occasion some healers had great fun making jokes about the concept 'la' (which they considered to be 'not traditionally maori' as, for example, there is no 'l' in the maori alphabet), which a healer they knew intended to discuss as part of a course on 'traditional maori healing' she would be teaching at a Natural Therapies college in urban auckland. decisions about what exactly traditional healing is has had to be made at the level of government for the purposes of signing up healers to service provision contracts so they would know exactly what kinds of healing 'services' would be funded, what 'categories' the healers would have to report to the directorate through, and the level of detail to which the healers would be expected to report. one contentious decision, for instance, was the omission of herbal remedies (maori health directorate n.d.). to help design the contracts, the directorate organised an extensive series of hui as part of a consultation process involving maori healers (most of whom were associated with the national Board) and maori elders, throughout the country. a maori health directorate (the maori health division of the ministry of health) administrator talking with me about these consultation meetings said, what we [have been doing in these meetings] is talking about the range of traditional healers there are in maori society. and they range from whare oranga [healers] who … see themselves as the real deal. They don't like taking any coin [money] for the services they provide … these are people who just keep on working at it, everyday, generally without any health [sector support] … [they] just provide services in a real, old, tikanga11 [culturally appropriate] way. … they don't really want a relationship with us. They like to do their own thing and they see a relationship with people coming from um, they call it a colonial structure actually, which is quite strange [he said this last phrase quietly and quickly] … um, they see people like us in the ministry of health as tainting the strength of their services.
Interviewer: is that not just because of money?
Directorate Administrator: The power structure. They see it as taking over.
The idea of funding maori healing and entwining it within a secular, administrative structure was considered by the 'most traditional' (the words of a senior maori health directorate administrator) healers as a contravention of the ethic of healing. This is because most if not all healers consider rongoa to be primarily a spiritual activity. it is spiritual power that imbues the healing process with fecundity and power, so steps being taken to establish a human moderator of the healing process are seen as an anathema by most rongoa practitioners. my experience has shown me that most healers consider the ability to heal to be a gift from io, or god, and that the only relationships that should come into play during the healing process are the relationships between the healer, the patient(s) and io. from such a point of view, it may be argued that the integrity of rongoa would not be 'protected' by the crown if rongoa were to be brought directly under government control. 'how can healers have two masters -government and wairua [spirit/uality]?' a healer has asked (lawson te aho 1998: 37). maori healers are currently required by the maori health directorate to provide a range of diagnostic procedures and healing services that are based on a maori view of health developed by a clinician and scholar trained in psychiatry, mason durie. his view of health is called 'te whare tapa wha' (durie 1985; maori health directorate n.d.). This phrase is commonly translated as 'the house with four walls' . The whare tapa wha represents the notion that each of a house's four walls contributes to the soundness of the whole; if any one wall is weak, the entire structure is weak. each wall or dimension of the whare tapa wha corresponds to a dimension of health -the spiritual dimension, the psychological dimension, the bodily dimension and the family dimension (durie 1985).
i suggest the house was chosen as a metaphor because the maori house, especially the meeting house, has become an artefact replete with significance (simmons 1997) following Ngata's work with maoritanga in the early 1900s (sissons 2000). as a whole and in its parts, the meeting house has social and historical significance and the structure of the house is symbolic of the history of a hapu (sub-tribe) or iwi (tribe) and the structure of the human body -spine, heart, rib cage, and so on. for the healers i worked with, the human body is similarly replete with a social and historical significance. for instance, they had to get 'permission' from not only each patient but each patient's tupuna (ancestors) before proceeding with healing because the body was not only of the patient, but also of the patient's ancestors. The body of the person was also the whare tupuna (ancestral house) of a whakapapa (genealogy). Therefore the patient and the patient's ancestors had a right to say what happened to the body. it was at a healer's peril to engage with the body, or whare tupuna. without the tupunas' permission the wrath of the ancestors could be incurred if the healer was not welcome. i once witnessed a healer stop healing because, he said, 'it just didn't feel right, they [the patient's ancestors] didn't want me there' . durie argues his view of health emerged from narratives collected from maori elders throughout the country. But i argue the substance of his view also emerged from some other influences (also noted in schwimmer 2004: 251-253). for instance, durie notes the similarity of his model to the world health organisation's model of health. But 'in contrast' to the WHO's model, maori emphasise the importance of 'family' , which he notes is a specialist subfield of psychiatry (durie 1985: 483) . a further contrast to the WHO model durie identifies is the significance of spirituality to maori health, noting that spirituality was (then) recently acknowledged as a cultural right of the maori people by New Zealand's parliamentary and judicial authorities (ibid.: 485).
to me, durie's work is very much a product of dialogue, and as i noted above, his model is an underpinning of the model of rongoa developed by the maori health directorate. The concepts of health informing the rongoa development process are not 'bounded' by an autonomous, unchanging 'maori culture' . i am not saying this debases the validity of durie and the directorate's work. on the contrary, it strengthens it, because durie and the directorate are drawing power from other judicial, political and academic authorities and are very much in tune with the current realities, concerns and strengths of today's maori. however, the fact that government funded healers are required to work to the whare tapa wha model of health has shut some healers out of the contracting process. van meijl (1993) has argued that te whare tapa wha has become hegemonic. consequently it has silenced much of the heterogeneity of maori health concepts and prescribed a set of practices that leave some people's needs wanting. That te whare tapa wha has emerged as 'the' maori view of health may well not be an effect intended by durie given the title of his paper -a maori perspective of health -and also given that in later works he has discussed a number of other models of health too (see durie 1998). in his initial articulation of a maori view of health he argued that 'in maori society the experts on most things are the tribal elders ' (durie 1985: 483) . however parsons had noted that significant differences existed between the health concepts, needs and practices of elder and younger maori (parsons 1985) . in the context of an education programme for school 'dropouts' , van meijl has argued that, many young maori people considered the views of their elders to be not their own but 'someone else's' (van meijl 2002: 61) . furthermore, van meijl found that the young people's personal opinions of maori culture were not highly valued as a 'model for a cultural identity of maori people' that has emerged in postcolonial New Zealand (ibid.: 47).
heterogeneity does not only exist between the older and younger generations. speaking to me about the government of rongoa, a healer in her 50s said to me, … our people at government have no idea of, i mean they have this traditional healing thing, this national tohunga and their posse,
Interviewer: That Nga ringa12
Healer: [Interrupting me] yeah, that thing. and you know they said to me why don't you come over here and i said 'No! Because papa delamere13 [the tohunga of her group] is the bomb!' i stayed right out of that and came up to auckland. That was because the ones that sit at the ministry level don't have a true idea. truly they don't. … Now i know for a fact that [having worked] in the ministry … they live in the tapa wha.
The healers i worked with felt sidelined by the rongoa development process but disagreed that their model of health was less 'traditional' or worthwhile than te whare tapa wha. a reason the healers i worked with, who worked according to the te oomai reia14 tradition of maori healing, felt sidelined by the rongoa contracting process was that they worked with spiritual entities that act to cause illness, heal and underpin good health. The literature on maori healing shows that the majority of maori healers consider spiritual powers to have the capacity to cause illness, heal, and underpin wellbeing (eg : Best 1905; laing 2002; parsons 1985) . however, spiritual entities are not acknowledged as legitimate healing powers in rongoa contracts. Karakia (prayer) is acknowledged as a legitimate mode of healing, but the eradication of kehua (ghosts) is not. when talking with a senior administrator of the maori health directorate about the structure of the health sector within which the contracting of rongoa had to fit, i raised kehua as an epistemological problem. his response alerted me to the ambiguous positioning of spiritual illness and spiritual healing within the contemporary bicultural model of health sector governance.
Interviewer: … i guess it might be quite hard to understand from a medical point of view important aspects of traditional maori healing, like kehua. how do you get around those kinds of issues?
Directorate Administrator: well … it's about discretion, and we [Maori] have the right to those things … and, um, i better come clean. [The healers] really don't have to go into, the fringe stuff … The administrator's response shows that bicultural government in health does not readily allow for easy, open and frank communication of the differences between maori healer's standards and the medical standards they are expected to meet. This is a consequence of an assumption that some issues raised by medical pluralism in New Zealand are simply irresolvable. while the administrator i spoke to can to some extent be inclusive of some 'marginal' healers by accepting silence about some aspects of their practice, we should ask -why is silence necessary? what is keeping some healers from being able to practice a range of traditional maori healings alongside specialists of biomedicine as equals within New Zealand's state funded health service? from a treaty principles point of view, who is getting to 'participate' in the nation's health sector and what kinds of intellectual property are being 'protected'? it seems healing kehua related disease, for instance, appears to have the potential to risk other, less fringe healing concepts and practices that have been publicly legitimated by the rongoa development process. in my opinion, the current difficulties experienced by administrators of rongoa are a reflection of the political pressure to put into policy and contracts expectations that do not necessarily match up with many rongoa healers' conceptions of health, illness and healing. it appears that the model of maori health to which rongoa healers are expected to work, needs to be seen by the public health sector leadership as complementary to, as in not too different from, the biomedical model. i contend that the reason for this is that a lay understanding of biomedical logic dominates the majority of health authorities and parliamentarian's thinking about health, illness and healing. furthermore, there appears to be an expectation that the majority of the voting public expects a biomedical logic to drive the nation's health services too. in february 2006, there was an article about rongoa in a newspaper with a high circulation throughout New Zealand that stated:
' a National party led government would be unlikely to continue funding traditional maori therapists using unproven remedies' , says the [National] party's health spokesman, tony ryall. 'maori healers using therapies that include prayer, seawater and greenstone15 received $1.3 million a year from the ministry of health, although there was no proof the remedies worked … in terms of the alternative healing mentioned … i think it's highly unlikely that would continue under National. ' mr ryall said his party worked on the principle that medicine should be proven … (NZPA 2006). a major reason why much, but not all, maori healing is said to be 'unproven' is that most commentators, such as tony ryall, want it to be tested and proven from a biomedical point of view, missing the point that maori healers do not practice biomedicine. But it must be noted that the maori health directorate appears to be less concerned with proving rongoa vis-à-vis biomedical standards than ensuring that its contracted healers' work is deemed safe, valuable and effective by the healers' patients, colleagues and acquaintances. healers must be able to demonstrate these qualities in their quarterly reports back to the maori health directorate. to do this they are required to be monitored by a 'Quality Board' (maori health directorate n.d.) comprised of senior members of the tribe of the region in which they work. a directorate staff member made reference to the Quality Board evaluation structure as an example of how the directorate is not 'taking over' but trying to 'find a way of not controlling, but organizing the healers themselves so that they are given an accreditation by the [tribe] of their [region]' . The Quality Board is considered by the directorate to play a 'moderating' role to ensure that the healers' clients remain safe and that healers respect the traditions of the local maori people. hence, the directorate sees tribal -healer networks as the key to decentralizing authority and regenerating a strong network of rongoa clinics nationwide. a problem the administrator saw when speaking with me in december 2004 was, 'at the moment, the links with iwi [tribe], are almost non-existent' so these networks need to be regenerated and the national Board plays a key role in this regard. But a further problem i see with this linkage is that some healers may affiliate to more than one tribe and the healers' patients may not affiliate to the tribe of the region in which they receive health care. while tribal linkages may to some extent work well for monitoring the specific practices to be followed and needs to be met when healing in a local area, the linkages between tribes, healers and a central governing body will probably bring new issues to the fore. as sissons (2000: 56) has noted, seventy years ago apirana Ngata found contradictions and ambiguities that were both complicated and useful when constructing a maoritanga that respected maori identities at the level of the nation, the tribe and the individual. what will happen, for instance, when a healer and Quality Board do not see 'eye to eye'? what will happen if the clinic's clients back the healer and not the Quality Board? and what will happen when the requirements of the directorate are not met by a Quality Board? These issues highlight the tensions when questioning where 'sovereignty' , or the right to and capacity for self determination, begins and ends for maori as individuals, a tribal people and a nation of people within a bicultural nation (fleras and spoonley 1999; melbourne 1995).
Before colonization, there was no sense of a universal maori identity (durie 2001: 57; walker 2004) . But today maori people share a sufficiently meaningful range of experiences, goals and ways of living to self identify as a nation of maori people. John rangihau, a prominent maori leader and politician during the 1970s and 1980s, was of the opinion that the notion 'maori' was designed by pakeha to facilitate the colonial process (rangihau 1975) . for rangihau his tribal identity was paramount. The government certainly does use maori as an official demographic measure for the purposes of government. But iwi (tribe) has also served to facilitate land confiscation and the distribution of treaty settlement payments (Ballara 1998; levine 2005) . tribal and pantribal identities have been made and remade as part of, and in response to, the colonial experience. in the 2001 national census, 87% of descendents of a maori identified as maori, and 20% of maori did not know to which tribe they were affiliated (durie 2005: 35, 37) . moreover, knowing to which tribe one affiliates does not mean that one actively takes part in tribal life (ibid: 46). for the purposes of administering rongoa in the present era, though, re-establishing a tribal identity is posed as a means of helping to legitimate the distribution of public resources to a totalized (i.e. tribal and pantribal) diversity of healer practice and patient need. The era in which a tribal identity is the reference point for a sense of belonging for most maori may be gone, but for certain purposes, such as the dispersal of governing power away from a set of structures dominated by a non-maori majority, the tribe remains important. safety and homogeneity is being pursued through other mechanisms too. The directorate is refining the philosophical and practical basis of its contracted healers' work by engaging alongside Nga ringa whakahaere o te iwi maori an organization headed by maori biomedical doctors to develop and administer a course for rongoa practitioners entitled 'studies in maori traditional healing' (National maori workforce development organisation 2001: item 1). The purpose of the course is to 'improve[e] the consistency and standard of [Rongoa] services' . The specifications for the programme state that, 'trainees will be encouraged to work in a complementary and collaborative manner alongside … maori communities, primary care and other publicly funded health services' (National maori workforce development organisation 2001: item 2). hence, healers who work in a way that is not complementary to biomedical standards are likely to be marginalized by the maori health directorate's rongoa development process. certainly, the standards of Nga ringa whakahaere o te iwi maori will also be apparent in the complementary model of maori traditional healing that emerges from the development process, as will the needs and interests of the more vocal of 'maori communities' represented at the National maori workforce development organisation's hui. however, i have shown that concepts of illness, healing and health that have already been validated in the public sector tend to marginalise those concepts that have not. i therefore expect the standards of Nga ringa whakahaere o te iwi maori and 'maori communities' to be less authoritative in the national model. aspiring healers will be encouraged to practice according to the national model, as opposed to a personally, whanau or spiritually inspired model, through the prospect of earning a qualification and a job in the public sector.
to conclude, what i have shown is how a treaty of waitangi based biculturalism has played out through the development of publicly funded rongoa services. i have shown that silenced by the 'partnership' , 'participation' and 'protection' ideals of biculturalism are concepts, practices and relationships that say much about how cultural pluralism has been managed by the contemporary government of rongoa. speaking in terms of the treaty's principles, the 'crown' , through the maori health directorate, has partnered with maori healers who are able to work with concepts of health, illness and healing that are complementary to western medical notions of health, illness and healing.16 it has been only 'complementary' rongoa healers who have been able to 'participate' as paid up members of New Zealand's publicly funded health services. The kind of rongoa that has been 'protected' by the crown has been the forms of rongoa that are complementary to western medicine. The government is not actively suppressing other forms of rongoa, but the ongoing 'protection' of 'un-complementary' forms has been left to healers who are not being resourced by the crown which arguably, thereby, also imbues their concepts and practices with less legitimacy than funded rongoa. some of the difficulties the government's administrators (and healers) have had to contend with when developing a publicly fundable form of rongoa are political pressures to write into health policy and health service contracts dictates for practice that do not necessarily match up with preferred, though marginalized, concepts of health, illness and healing. it seems that for rongoa to form part of New Zealand's publicly funded health system it must be complementary to, as in different but not too different from, the kinds of health concepts that have already been validated by government process. The weight of bicultural politics and western medicine's dominance of the health sector appeared to set limits around how rongoa healers take on the public purse could be justified, and therefore how rongoa could proceed into the future as a government funded health service. notes 7 however, it is reasonable to expect that for many if not all maori healers of the early twentieth century the collection, preparation and administration of herbal remedies and the act of physically manipulating the body required karakia or the invocation of spiritual power (Best 1905) . it is commonplace for today's maori healers to use karakia or invoke spiritual powers for these purposes (e.g. Jones 2000a; mcgowan 2000; parsons 1985) . i thank one reviewer for pointing out the need to clarify this point.
8 land confiscations began in the late 19 th century and continued well into the twentieth, many of which been deemed illegal by the waitangi tribunal (www. waitangitribunal.govt.nz). with the passing of the foreshore and seabed act in 2004, some commentators have argued that colonial land confiscations are in fact continuing (e.g. turei 2005). 9 a survey of auckland gps carried out in 1990 found that thirty percent of the respondents practised one or more forms of 'alternative' medicine. two-thirds reported they would refer patients for alternative treatment (marshall et al 1990) . in 2003 the ministry of health said the majority of complementary or alternative (CAM) practitioners are in private practice and these practitioners usually have some training in one or more CAM modalities. some CAM practitioners work from clinics that may also offer mainstream medical services (available online, 31 march 2007 http://www.newhealth.govt.nz/maccah/providers.htm#_edn3).
The accident compensation corporation (acc) administers New Zealand's accident compensation scheme, which provides personal injury cover for all New Zealand citizens, residents and temporary visitors to New Zealand. in return people do not have the right to sue for personal injury, other than for exemplary damages. The acc funds the following types of health care providers: acupuncturists, audiologists, chiropractors, counselors, dentists, medical laboratory technologists, nurses, occupational therapists, optometrists, osteopaths, physiotherapists, podiatrists, medical practitioners, speech therapists. (available online 31 march 2007: http://www.acc.co.nz/wcm001/idcplg?idcservice=ss_ get_page&nodeid=4226&sssourceNodeid=3879).
10 a label some, if not most, rongoa healers would reject: 'This isn't 'alternative' , a healer told me, 'it's normal' .
11 tikanga is defined by hirini mead as 'the set of beliefs associated with practices and procedures to be followed in conducting the affairs of a group or an individual ' (mead 2003: 12) .
12 Nga ringa whakahaere o te iwi maori -the National Board of maori healers.
13 i name papa delamere for several reasons. first, papa was happy to be named in this paper. second, that papa delamere was the tohunga of the te oomai reia maori healing tradition was widely known among people involved in the field of maori healing throughout the country. Third, because i have conducted a contextualised analysis of maori healing, in that i speak of a particular tradition of maori healing, one cannot speak about te oo mai reia in the auckland region without reference to papa delamere.
14 te oomai reia is a heterogeneous healing tradition which, as far as i am aware, is based primarily on the teachings of papa delamere (see for example www. healing4u.biz). however there are many parallels between the te oomai reia healers concepts and practices and those of other maori healers (see for exam- 
